Tuesday 23 rd January 2018
18.30 - 23.00 hrs.
Thomas-Mann Hall, Derby Hotel, Davos, Switzerland

Agenda
18.30 hrs.
19.10 hrs.
19.15 hrs.
19.30 hrs.
19.35 hrs.
19.45 hrs.
20.00 hrs.
20.10 hrs.
20.45 hrs.
21.00 hrs.
22.00 hrs.
22.15 hrs.
22.30 hrs.
23.00 hrs.

Registration
Sa-But-Chai Drum Show
Speech by Dr.Kobsak Pootrakool, Minister Attached to the
Office of the Prime Minister
Speech by Mr.Tevin Vongvanich, President & Chief Executive
Officer of PTT Public Company Limited
Kinaree Flying Dance Show
VDO Presentation Thailand
Small Puppet “Hanuman captive Benyaguy” Show
VDO Presentation Thailand
Pong-Larng Show
VDO Presentation Thailand
Lucky Draw
Thai Boxing Show
Mingle Relaxing
Close

Menu
MenuNight 2018
For the Thailand

For the World Economic Forum 2018 at Davos, Switzerland

ข้ าวยาไรซ์ เบอร์ รี่
Deep Southern rice berry Budu salad

สะเต๊ ะไก่
Free range chicken satay char grilled on a bamboo stick

ถุงทองเขียวหวานไส้ ไก่ และกุ้ง
Golden bag stuffed with green curry chicken and prawns

ลาบแซลมอน
Spicy “Red Label” Salmon laab served on “Chicons” leaves

ห่ อหมกเจ
Crispy Red curry soufflé with Thai garlic and organic garden vegetables

หมี่กรอบเจ
“Meekrob Boraan” Ancient Crispy rice noodles with Tangerine sauce.

ยาเนือ้ ย่าง
Grilled 55 dry aged locally bred Holstein beef salad with
fresh onions and bird’s eye chilies

ข้ าวมัสมั่นแกะ
Chef Nooror’s heritage Massaman lamb curry and
organic Sisaket Thung Ku La Long Hai rice

ผัดไทยกุ้ง
Fried rice noodles with fresh prawns, ground roasted peanuts and tamarind.
This world renowned dish was created during the Second World War
in the period of Prime Minister General Por Phiboonsongkram.

หอยเชลส์ พริกไทยดา
Fresh Thai scallops stir fried with our own black pepper sauce

ข้ าวเหนียวสั งขยา
Thai “Sangkaya” coconut custard on fragrant Chiang Rai sticky rice
(Products not non-available in Switzerland will be replaced by similar quality products available locally.)

ITEMS CONTAINING NUTS

Appendix
“Sa-But-Chai Drum”
A century long existing type of drum. In the ancient time it has been used as the battle drum for grace and glory and to
provoke and arouse the soldier to siege and claim toward victory in the battlefield. The tempo used for the ancient
“Sa-Bt-Chai Drum” has 3 rhythm; ‘Chai-Paeree’, Chai-Ditee’ and ‘Chanamarn’. The act on Sa-But-Chai drum is one of
the local performance of Larnna arts and culture which often seen in the parade, local theatre and performing arts in
general. The beating style of this drum is uniquely tend to filled with provocative movement by using parts of the body
such as elbows, knees and head which make the performance of Sa-But-Chai act stood out and impressively wellknown around the world.
“Pong-Larng”
The performance of Thai-Esarn people, the show will consist both male and female performers using adaptive dance
according to the rhythm of the music. Inspired from the fast phase movement of flirting between men and women. The
tempo of arousing beats and joyful is the identity of Esarn arts and cultural.
“Small Thai Puppet - Hanuman capture Benyaguy”
The arts of duet dance appeared in the Khon masked play from the literature “Ramayana”. The performance consist with
the moves of evading of Benyaguy from the epic chase of Hanuman, The movements of evading filled with frighten and
fear comprise with attempt to fly away and hiding in the group of fog and cloud. The movements of chasing by Hanuman
are the attempt to burst through the density of the cloud trying to perform mid-air capture of the fleeing Benyaguy.
“Kinaree Flying Dance”
A performance in the play called “Phra Sokhon-Manorah”. Been improved and reinvented the movements of the dance
to obtain more grace, concise and gentle which suit all Thai and international audiences, Combine with the broadly wellknown literature “Manorah”. This performance has been accepted as one of the most gracious performing arts in the
area of elegance moves and the magnificent costumes.
“Thai Boxing”
The Thai martial arts with outstanding techniques of close-encounter combat that requires both body and mind. For the
fight that use all the body as a weapon is known as “Nava-Awut, or the nine weapons” which consist of all body strike
from Fists, Elbows, Knees to Feet. All these combined with well-prepared physical can beget a powerful weapon. Thai
Boxing became worldwide popular in the 20th century when Thai Boxer has victory over another fighters from different
type of martial arts.

